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Abstract

As designed, sintered stainless steel filters will clean the
gas irom the secondary cyclone at a low level radioactive waste
Incinerator. Using bench scale apparatus, asbestos floats and dia-
tomaceous earth were evaluated as filter aids to prevent clogging
of the sintered metal interstices and to decrease filter penetration.
Both precoats prevented irreversible pressure drop increase* and
decreased cold DOP penetration from 80S to less than IS. Less
dlatomaceous earth was needed than asbestos floats, to collect the
same quantity of fly ash.

A back-up study evaluated a moving bed of sodium carbonate
pellets in lieu of the sintered metal filters. Since identical sodium
carbonate pellets are used to neutralize hydrogen chloride in the
incinerator, their use in a moving bed has the advantages of trouble
free disposal and cost free replacement. Co, counter, and cross-
current beds were studied and gave fly ash penetrations less than
0.1$ at moderate pressure drop. The filter cake which forms on the
pellet surfaces decreases penetration greatly.

I. Introduction

Volume reduction of solid wastes contaminated with radio-
active materials, such as Plutonium,in high temperature fixed hearth
incinerators has been practiced for about 25 years. These incin-
erators have experienced rapid deterioration and have required
frequent expensive maintenance and repair services because of high
combustion temperatures and the presence of corrosive gases from the
decomposition of halogen-containing substances, such as PVC. To
overcome these problems, a program was undertaken at the Rocky Fiats
Plant to develop a low temperature (550°C) fluidized bed incinerator
utilizing sodium carbonate pellets to react with acid gases and
minimize corrosion of the gas incinerator and offgas system. * The
primary flue gas cleaning system of this pilot scale incinerator
consisted of a cyclone collector followed by a bank of sintered metal
filters. After some hours of incinerator operation, the air flow
resistance of the sintered metal filters increased substantially,
and they could not be restored to a serviceable condition by chemical
or physical cleaning methods nor by high temperature exposure for
prolonged periods. The exact cause of the permanent plugging of the
sintered metal filters could not be determined with certainty, but
remedial measures were called for as these filters are very costly.

Two methods of overcoming the plugging problems experienced
with sintered metal incinerator flue gas filters were Investigated:

MASTER
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(1) the use of filter aids to protect the sintered metal filter
surfaces from direct contact with the particulate natter fln the incin-
erator offgases and {2} substitution of a high temperature granular
moving bed filter for the sintered metal filters.

II. Filter Aids for Sintered total Pi3tcr8

When fine particles enter and become wedged into the compara-
tively large pores of sintered metal filters, *hey tend to become
fixed in place and impossible to remove. This leads; to irreversible
increase in pressure drop and premature filter replacement. To pro-
long filter life* the use of filter aids was considered because they
keep fine particle away fron the sintered metal surface, and greatly
increase collection efficiency, thereby providing added protection
for the absolute filters located downstream. To satisfy all design
criteria and operate successfully, it was required that the filter
aid selected (1) separate easily and uniformly from the sintered
metal surface during cleaning (2) fora a layer with low pressure d«op
but high collection efficiency for the incinerator dust (3) coat the
filter well with a small amount of filter aid relative to the amount
of incinerator dust collected to minimize the disposal of radioactive
waste (4) withstand 5Q0°C, the temperature of the incinerator exhaust
gases (5) be easy to disperse into the filter inlet air stream and
(6) be easy and safe to handle. Several filter aids were reviewed
against these criteria. Two of these, asbestos floats and diatom-
aceous earth, were low in cost, easily obtainable, and appeared to
satisfy most requirements. They were selected for further testing.

Equipment

Three sintered stainless steel filter tubes, each 1 1/2 in. 0.0.
and 5 3/4n long, were used for evaluation. The filter.tubes were
mounted in parallel within a stainless steel housing and so arranged
that gas flow passed through the filters from the outside to the in-
side, allowing filter aid and dust to collect on the outside surfaces.
Filtered air passed through solenoid valves to an exhaust manifold,
orifice flowmeter, flow control valve, Bootes blower, and to the
laboratory air exhaust system. Pulses of backflow cleaning air were
admitted by closing solenoid valves connected to the exhaust manifold
and then opening solenoid valves connected to a confessed air
reservoir.. The three filters were operated and cleaned simultaneously.
Measured quantities of filter precoat and test dust were fed in to
the filter housing by an air ejector dust feeder *2J

*
Dlatomaceous earth has been widely used as a precoat for liquid

filters and asbestos floats have been used as a precoat for fabric
filters controlling low concentrations of toxic dusts, such as ber-
yllium, which must be collected with exceptionally high efficiency.
Cumulative size distributions by count for the dlatomaceous earth
and asbestos floats precoat materials used in this study are given
in Figure 1. Both materials have a count Median dlsmstsr about 1
micrometer and a similar size distribution.
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Measurements

A series of tests was performed to determine eleanabllity or
these precoat materials fron the sintered metal surface. Air at room
temperature was passed through the filters at a face velocity of ?M
feet per minute and sufficient precoat added to raise filter resis-
tance fron 6.5 to 10.5 in. w.g. Cottrell-precipitated fly ash navinp,
the size distribution shown in Figure 1 vxs then added to the pre-
dated filters until system pressure drop reached 20 in. w.g.

Filter aid and dust were then removed fron the sintered weta!
filter surface by a one second pulse of 15 psig air directed from
Inside the filter tuber, toward the outside. No decrease in residua!
pressure drop was found when the length of the cleaning nulse was
Increased from 1 to 15 seconds.

Twenty repetitions of the loading and cleaning cycle were
carried out with asbestos floats and with diatootaceous earth as a
precoat. Figure 2 is a plot of pressure drop after cleaning, against
cycle number for each filter aid. The residual pressure drop for
filters precoated with diatomaeeous earth was about one in. v.£.
higher than for asbestos floats. For both asbestos floats and diatora-
aceous earth, residual pressure drop appears to level off at an equil-
ibrium value over twenty cycles, demonstrating that the filter aid
plus fly ash can be cleaned effectively from the sintered metal sur-
face.

A second set of experiments was performed to detemlne the
loadability* or fly ash to precoat mass ratio, of each filter aid and
to indicate its ability to prevent fly ash from entering the wintered
metal pores. First, cold 00?, generated with a single Laskin nozzle
and having a mass median dlaaeter of 0.8 Micrometers and standard
geometric deviation of 1.65*3 * was fed to the cleaned filters and
penetration read directly using a total light scattering photometer.
Next, precoat war added, gram by gram, to the filter surface until
system pressure drop increased by 4 in. w.g. and then a second D3?
test was performed. Finally, fly ash was added, gran by grait, until
total system pressure drop reached 20 in. w.g. and a third OOP test
was performed. Figure 3 shows pressure drop vs pounds per square
foot of filter aid (areal density) when preeoated with asbestos floats
or diatomaceous earth. The pressure drop loading characteristics of
both filter aids are almost identical while precoat is being fed,
but when fly ash is added, pressure drop builds up much more slowljr
on the filters preeoated with diatomaeeonts earth.

With a precoat of asbestos floats, 35* of the total filter aid-
fly ash mixture cleaned from the filters was asbestos whereas with
diatomaceaus earth, only 1538 of the total mass was precoat. There-
fore, filters would have to be cleaned and recoated wore than three
times as often when using asbestos floats as diatoiaaeeous earth, and
over three times as much asbestos would have to be used and disposed
of.

The results of the OOP penetration tests are shown in Table 1.
Clean sintered metal filters show a POP penetration close to W®%
and are Inefficient filters for subraiiero'raeter particles without the
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p of a filter cake. Additions of both asbestos floats and
diatomaccout; earth, an precoats, decreased penetration to 0.3 - ©.**.
After loading with fly ash, DOP penetration decreased to less thrift
0.012 with the asbestos floats precoat, but tt> only 0.15! with
dlcttomaceous earth.

Discussion of Results

The differences In ioadabllity ind DOP penetration of slnt«tr«;l
metal filters between filter aids can be explainer! by differences In
the properties of the cake that is formed on ih« clean filter.
Asbestos floats contain a significant fraction of small diameter
fibers that are excellent collectors of snail fly ash and DOP parti-
cles. As a result nost fly ash collection, whtsn using asbestos
floats* takes place upon the outer surface of the deposit. The fly
ash filter cake that develops rapidly at the preeoat surface is a
very efficient fly ash collector but has a rapid pressure drop rise.
Dlatomaceous earth is coapcoed, Instead, of cubic and spiny round
particles with very few fibers. As a result, fly ash nay penetrate
below the surface of the diatoTnaceous earth precoat and deposit with-
in the interstices of the dtatomaeeous earth eake, thereby delaying
the formation of a fly ash filter cafce at the precoat surface.
Although penetration is not as low as when thct fly ash cake forms
immediately on the surface of asbestos floats, pressure drop across
the filter system increases much more slowly, at least until a
homogeneous fly ash cake is established on the surface of the dlatorc-
accous earth. After the fly aah filter cake is fully established,
pressure drop should increase at a rate that is independent of the
nature of the filter aid. One criterion of the effectiveness of a
filter aid is how well the pressure drop increase can be delayed.
The data presented here suggest that diatoaaceous earth is much more
effective than asbestos floats in this regard.

Both asbestos floats and dlatojaaeeous earth can be used to
protect sintered stainless steel filters fro™ irreversible plugging
without causing an increase in cleaned filter pressure drop over
many cleaning cycles. Although a dust deposit of dlatonaceous earth
and fly ash has greater OOP penetration than one of asbestos floats
and fly ash, loadabillty of the diatomaceous earth coated filter is
much better.

III. Moving Fad Granular Filter

The feasibility of using a moving bed granular filter contain-
ing sodium carbonate pellets, as an alternative to the use of
sintered metal filters to clean the offgases from a flaildised bed
Incinerator burning low level radioactive wastes, was also studied.
Sodium carbonate pellets were selected for the granular filter
because they are being utilized in the incinerator to neutralize
hydrogen chloride formed during ths combustion of chlorin^-cortalnlnp;
wastes and it was considered possible that the sodium carbonate
pellets from the filter could be cycled back to the incinerator,
thereby eliminating one radioactive waste stream.
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Two typos of pellets* In arts in i* j»™»vat,y;;j»» Jnel.j.x»rT-<vn>
at ttucky Plata, Colorado, were t«st*d ac car.4*«i-*Û  for n z
filter. The larger pellets are SsorvetrSe *n?i clo;w t« rs!wi&t
J.r., they have a geometric aesn 'Hsr^ter toy count of 1.2 ?»i ̂ ij a
geometric standard deviation (SS») of 1.?. The r,mJ!«.*r p«»ll«etr. are
cylindrical and have a ceanctric "sss It-art** equal t«i 15.?!! im fcy .jxtnar
(051) • 2.0) and geometric mean dlvwter e?$ual to *».1? r,n {cm » J.75.

Granular fled Configurations

Filtration in fixed rrauuiar beds, waesl far thw Initial sVutfltjiK
is a non-stcady-stat9 process inisauch ac bott» jirffwayrc tiron and
collection efficiency will vary with tine and the bulk of the col-
lected dust will be concentrated on or near tb<* upstream face of the
filter whereas a moving bed granular filter is a ntcndy-stmte unit
once equlllbriun has been reached. Moving wmatilnr fcetls, often
referred to as gravity beds* arsr used for catalytic eraefrlnn unit a,
pebble heaters, shaft furnaces, and blast fumac<*r.. (Sari flow throu^ih
a novlng granular bed nay be cocurrent, count«rcurrent, ar perpend-
icular (cross-flow) to the direction of movement of the rolids. For
cocurrent and countercurrent arrangement», eras flow e.in ace«lerat?
or Impede the flow of solids. In either case, tim porosity of
flowing granular nediunfwill be the sane as the loosest i l
packing In a fixed bed.* '

A cocurrent arrancei&ent has a noteworthy Advantage T®r a
culate filter because dirty gas Initially contacts clttim nailer
that have low collection efficiency, hut as the £*s travelr,
into the bed it meets granules that are snore heavily laden wtt!h
collected particles and hence have higher dunk collection efficiency.
This arrangement makes It possible to distribute the collected mater-
ial throughout the entire depth of the bed and la analogous to a
deep bed filter using successively finer and iw>re efficient fiitertnf
media. Cocurrent flow also eliminates the possibility of bed fluld-
ization, a major hazard of a countercurrent flow granular filter.
Fluidisation occurs when the pressure drop associated with the up-
ward flow of gas is sufficient to overcome this uefigh* of the granular
medium, i.e., when

r -
where AP/L is the pressure drop per unit helrht of bed, *»,, is the
bulk density of the bed, and z i* the acceleration of gravity. For
a noving bed of granules, the weight of collected dust will not sig-
nificantly Increase bulk density but will have a nrofounti effect on
the pressure drop. For both snail ani large sodium carbonate psllel
the maximum pressure drop attained per length of bed before fluidJ-
zatlon occurs is equal to about 1.0 in. W.P;. per inch of bed height.
Because this condition can be reached easily, a countercurrent gran-
ular bed filter is not desirable.

One disadvantage of cocurrer.t land countercurrent) flow is tihe
need for large length-to-dlaceter ted ration to assure plug flow of
the granules. This is generally not a problem with cross-flow
operations.
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lar ttttd Filter

ijo:llur, carbonate pellets supported on a screen in n two-Inch
dlnr-nivr column «erc pently tapped until theSr volune van reinlsnlws'J.
The pressure drop across this bed vra i*ux vehn 1 ly for various Led
dojjthu Is shown In Fl^uros * and 5 f'sr 1 arise and awill pellets, res-
pectively. For the larger Ballets* the experimental dutm t»«r«? coin-
pared to the Krcun equation*?*', « relationship coiritnmnlj? used to pre-
dict pressure drop In porous media, i.e.

6P/L • *.i7yva8Cl-e>2/c3 • O.?W»V*S(l-e)/e* (2)

where &P is pressure drop, L is bed depth* u IS cas viscosity, V is
superficial nas velocity, 25 is external specific surface area of th<%
granular etedlun, c is interpellet porosity of .the bed, and o is gas
density. Usinc the aethod of Chalkly, et al.* *, the external .
specific surface of the larger pellets was determined to be 7-C ws"
frorj photographs of bed cross-sectlo.-'?. Intarpellet porosity was
evaluated froa bed cross-sections and Amnd to be 0.33. The internal
specific surface and intrapellet porosity of tSse porous pellets have
an insignificant effect on the flew and do not Influence these
iseasurenents.

For air at ambient conditions, equation (2) reduces to

{£ • 2.91 x IO"PV * 1.35 * 10"V (3)

where AJ* is in inches of water, L is in inches, and V is in fen.
Equation (3) is plotted In Figure 4 and is in excellent agreement with
our experimental data.

Cold DO? aerosol was used to determine the collection effic-
iency of snail and large sodium carbonate pellets and the results are
shown in Figures 6 and 7 as a function of superficial velocity. For
the large pellets, a maximum penetration was detected at about 20
fps. Mo tcaxlnum was evident for the snail pellets in the range of
velocities studied.

Coeurrent Moving Bed Granular Flltei

The experimental bench scale, coeuirent movinr hed f^aoular
filter Is shaun schematically in Figure 8. Sodium carbonate pellets
moved downward by gravity through a two-inch dlanef-er î lass coluTnrs.
Dirty gas entered the filter at the top of the bed and flowed co-
current with the pellets. A large funnel served as a p«l*let feed
hopper. The length of the funnel stem protruding into the column was
adjustable to give various bed heights. Another funnel served as a
gas-pellet separation section. Spent pellets were discharged to a
hopper and pellet flow rate was controlled by a rot ait in r drum located
in the spent pellet hopper. The distance between the drum and the
pellet outlet port and the speed of the drum jr.otor determined the
pellet flow rate.

To minimise end effects* the cross-section of the feed hopper
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outlet was snail compared to the colwran crosss-s«ctlon and the separ-
ation section cross-section was lar©e compared to that of the inlass
column. Because of its unique geometry, the bottora of the bed was a
combination of cocurrent, eountereurrant, and cross-flow.

The moving bed granular filter was ap&rated at & superficial
nan velocity of 20 fpira, a pellet velocity of 0.016 f«wn, and an inlet
fly ash concentration of 39 grains/ft*. The siae distribution of the
fly ash is shown in Figure 1. Pressure drop and BOP penetration)
as a function of tine of operation are shown In Figure ?. The pres-
sure drop Increased froa an Initial value of 1.0 to 10 in. w.g. in
about 25 minutes, after which it remained essentially constant. For
plug flow of the pelletst steady-state conditions should fce reacted
after 21 minutes (i.e., bed length divided by pellet velocity).

A relatively high pellet velocity (0.016 fpra) was required to
attain steady-state conditions in a short period of tine and it
became necessary to use a very high inlet fly ash loading (39 era 1ms/
ftJ) to provide an adequate steady-state collection efficiency. At
steady-state conditions, the percentage of fly ash in the pellet bed,
which depends only on the fly ash feed rate and pellet velocity, was
10.5 wt.%. If the sane steady-state value was obtained at lower
inlet fly ash concentration and lower pellet velocity, the steady-
state efficiency and pressure drop would regain essentially unchanged
assuming the effect of dust loading on collection efficiency is mini-
mal.

The fly ash penetration was extremely low for the entire run as
shown in Table 2. Inasmuch as pulverised coal fly ash contains many
large particles that are relatively easy to collect, the wt.f pen-
etration would be expected to be low. OOP penetration, which pro-
vides a more severe test of filter efficiency, pave considerably
higher penetration values, as shown in Figure 9* DOP penetration
decreased from an initial value of 555 for a clean oellet bed to 2%
after the pellet bed reached steady-state conditions.

Crass-Plow Mo/Ing Bed Filter

A schf latic diagram of an experimental cross-flow moving bed
granular f*.j.cer is shown In Figure 10. The filter consisted of a
rectangular "cross" in which the pellet bed moved do«mward by gravity
and the gas flowed horizontally. The upper portion of the "cross"
served as a pellet feed hopper. A shielded class window Installed
in the vertical section of th. "cross" permitted a view of the siotion
of the pellets. Pellet flow was controlled by a motor-driven rotat-
ing drum, This cross-flow moving bed granular filter was operated
at a superficial gas velocity of 20 fpn, a pellet velocity of O.OQS
fprn, and a fly ash concentration of 9 grains/ft*.

Neither pressure drop across the filter nor !>0P penetration
equilibrated with time because an air pocket formed in the pellet
bed after about 10 minutes. The pocket was first detected at the
base of the upstream side of the filter (labeled mhm in Pipire 10)
but, with time, the pocket grew until it reached across the entire
filter and the pellets above the plane labeled "B" in Figure 10 no
longer flowed downward. Nevertheless, pellets continued to be
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removed at a steady rate by the rotating, drura and a fij fcssh filter
cake was clearly visible at the boundary of the air SDoctet.. It wass
found that when the unit was operated at the same j<;as flaw r&t*» but
with dust free air, the pellets mwed steadily, with ro© r,a.s pecket
formation. At first, It was believed that th*» fly ar,3s eemeiRted the
pallets together, preventing, further notion, but this 3" incorrect
because the pellets fall and fill the air pocket when air flow Jss
discontinued. Therefore, it was concluded that the presswe dron
across the fly ash cake is sufficiently lariat to support the pellets.

Because the pellets flowed freely when clean air w«a passed
through the filter a teat was made using lower fly ash eoneenfcr.?* lens
but reducing the fly ash concentration to 1 grain/ft* had little
beneficial effect. Oven dried pellets g*ve similar result??.

As it 3eemed likely that the pressure drc? across the dirty
pellets was sufficiently large to support the pellets, the apparatus
was modified so that the gas entered the filter at a higher elevation
than it exits but an air pocket still formed in the pellet bed. A
heavy-duty vibrator was strapped to the pellet bed housing, but it,
too, yielded no improvement. Apparently the dirty pellets arranged
themselves in such manner that an upward component of the nressiure
drop still supported part of the pellet bed. Similar results were
obtained for both large and small pellets.

Discussion

Air pockets form in that portion of a cross-flow granular bed in
which fly ash has deposited and the pellets no Ioniser flow. When
pellets move cocurrent with air flow, fly ash deposition on the
pellets will not inhibit their movement, but scale-up of a unit to
operating size (3500 ACFM) would Se difficult. If the volumetric
flow rate were to be increased by increasing the cross-seetional area
of the bed, the length to diameter ratio would become very snail and
when the L/D ratio becomes very ranch less than one, ̂ rathcling** occurs,
whereby the pellets do not move in plug flow fashion. Also, pellet
addition to and removal from a cocurrent pellet bed becomes particu-
larly troublesome. Our bench scale moving bed filter has a L/3> ratio
of two and a volumetric flow rate of about 0.5 &CFW. It is unlikely
that this ratio eat: be decreased very much without degrading the
operation of the filter. If the length of the bed is significantly
increased to compensate for an increase in diameter, the pressure
drop even for a clean pellet bed would become excessive.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

Laboratory studies of filter aids for sintered metal filters
have demonstrated their ability to protect the porous isetal structure
from permanent plugging with products contained in incinerator off-
eases. In addition,, they have shown that the use of appropriate
filter aids can greatly reduce penetration of particular natter
through sintered metal filters And, thereby, provide afii-ed protection
for heat exchangers and absolute filters downstream of the sintered
metal filters.
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Moving bed granular filters havs 4?xe«31e»t characteristics
for Incinerator off gas treatment, i.e., they wperatt* at conatamt is
flow resistance, have high temperature tolerant'©, can store lar-̂ f
amounts of duttt in the pores of the b*»d wrlth lot.* pressiure drop
increase, and are capable of «iBh collection efficiency, ^or all
of these reasons, they have good potential f-T <us& in conventlow® 1
high temperature incinerators a© well, an for 1&M tenperatwrc? fjial«l
Ized bed units.
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Tafclfe T. Cold OOP Penetration.

Sintered fflctal Filter Condition

Filter Aid After Cleaning After Filter After Filter Aid Plus

Asbestos
Floats

Diatomaceous
Earth

90S

303

Aid Additions* 3

0.4*

0.3*

Ply Ash Additions*•

0.9I£

0.10?

'Filter aid added until pressure drop of clean sintered metal filters
increased 4 in. w.g.

**Cottrell-precipitated pulverized coal fly ash added on top of the
filter aid until total pressure drop reached 20 in. w.g.

fable II Fly Ash Penetration for Coeurrent Moving Sed Filters

Time Period, Win.

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-35

ttt.S Fly Ash Penetration

0.03

<0.0?

<0.02

<0.02

0.02
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8 2
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FIGURE 3 PRESSURE DROP VS AREAL DEMSITV FOR FILTERS PRECOATED WITH
ASBESTOS FLOATS AMD DIATOT5ACEOUS EARTH.
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0.2

61 6H DEEP BED
• 4 " DEEP BED
A 2 " DEEP BED
— Ergun Equation

2.91 x 10~2 V * i.35 * 10"

I I I
10 20 40 60 80 100

RLTRATION VELOCITY (FT/MIN)

200 4 0

FIGURE 4 PRESSURE O
LARGER llA2

PER UNIT 3LO DEPTH VS FILTRATfOff VELOCITY,
PELLETSi FIXED BED.
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FEED HOPPER-
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FIGURE 3 COCURRENT HOVINS BED FILTER.
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RUBBER STOPPER

DOWNSTREAM
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FIGURE 10 CROSSCURRENT MOVING BED FILTER


